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Maintaining housing commons
An empirical analysis of the consolidation of 
housing occupations into low-income housing in 
São Paulo, Brazil
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This article analyzes the consolidation of occupied 
properties into low-income housing in central São 
Paulo. While past studies of self-build housing in Brazil 
emphasize the relationship between informality and 
citizenship, this analysis conceptualizes these practices 
in relation to urban commons. It explores specifically the 
practices and norms that contribute to the maintenance 
of housing as a decommodified, collectively managed and 
produced good. The paper argues that social rights-based 
discourse does not suffice for the maintenance of housing 
commons. Movements successfully mobilize state funds 
to contest and consolidate low-income housing in central 
São Paulo, challenging class-based residence patterns. Yet, 
state housing programmes bear seeds of new enclosures 
by imposing ownership leases, individualized financing 
and compartmentalized spatial form, thus inducing 
proprietary individualism. The paper draws on a combined 
methodology of participatory action research and semi-
structured interviews.

Submitted as : Bossuyt, D. M. & D’Ottaviano, C. (2021). Maintaining housing 
commons. An empirical analysis of the consolidation of housing occupations 
into low-income housing in São Paulo, Brazil. Under review 
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5.1 Introduction

The global financial crisis and its aftereffects underline the failure of the 

private market model of housing to guarantee adequate and affordable 

housing (Aalbers and Gibb 2014, Rolnik 2019). This emphasizes the urgency of 

asking what alternatives exist. The commons have emerged as a key alternative 

imaginary for living and dwelling, constituting a way of reclaiming housing in 

the face of alienating state logics and market exploitation (Hodkinson 2012).

In São Paulo, housing movements actualize the right to live in the center through 

the occupation of vacant property. The dominant frame has explained these 

occupations through a citizenship lens, scrutinizing how the urban poor claim 

social rights and negotiate citizenship (Caldeira 2009, Holston 2009, Earle 

2012, Fierro 2020). While rights-based discourse is essential to understand 

movement agency, such accounts overlook the concrete legal and economic 

conditions underpinning low-income housing provision processes in São Paulo. 

This article heeds to this gap by centering the consolidation of occupations 

into low-income housing as commons. This refers to crafting modes of living 

and dwelling that are collectively owned and managed by residents and valued 

for their use value (Harvey 2011, Morado Nascimento 2016). Commoning is 

an arduous process. Market commodification, state cooptation and internal 

marginalization constantly threaten housing commons, yet the conditions 

contributing to their stability remain empirically underexplored. 

Existing studies of housing commons tend to study specific property 

arrangements such as limited-equity cooperatives or community-land trusts 

in Anglo and European contexts. This paper acknowledges their potential to 

common housing by collectivizing ownership (title) and limiting individual 

exchange rights. While institutional and prefigurative ontologies of commons 

tend to theorize their relation to property form as indeterminate, critical 

defensive ontologies frame commons as its political antithesis (Blomley 2008, 

Gibson-Graham et al. 2016, Stavrides 2016). This raises the question of what 

property form housing commons assume in different contexts and how this 

impinges upon their maintenance.  

The paper demonstrates how the operationalization of low-income housing 

in central São Paulo through public programmes imposes the logic of private 
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property upon collective self-management. This is reflective of a broader 

contradiction in the Brazilian urban order between the social function of 

property and the right to private property. On the one hand movements 

invoke the social function of property, appropriating and transforming vacant 

real estate according to use values. On the other hand, the realization of low-

income housing through public policy anchors around the parcellation and 

individualization of buildings through credit-subsidized private property 

titling. This contradiction potentially undermines the long-term capacity to 

realize housing as commons. The lack of common property arrangements 

in Brazilian law impedes housing commons’ robustness, underlining the 

centrality of property norms to commoning and the political necessity of legal 

reform to recognize forms of co-ownership.  

The case of São Paulo is highly suitable for studying housing commons. It is 

the largest city in a highly unequal country. Many residents face inadequate 

housing conditions, yet São Paulo is also marked by a strong legacy of housing 

activism. The paper presents two projects that have been financed through 

the Minha Casa Minha Vida-Entidades (MCMV-Entidades; My House My Life-

Entities) programme, which has enabled social movements to act as executive 

agents of low-income housing. The research is part of a longer international 

project that started in 2015. The cases, movements, and residents discussed in 

this paper were followed between 2016 and 2020.  

In the first section we engage with the literature on housing as urban commons. 

We note the centrality of property dimension to stability and describe the 

discrepancy between the empirical attention given to particular ownership 

forms and the premise that commons stand antithetical to property. The second 

section introduces São Paulo as a city marked by socio-spatial segregation 

that has driven low-income residents to self-building on peripheral land 

under ambiguous legal conditions. The third section juxtaposes the political 

principle autogestão (self-management) practiced in housing occupations with 

public programmes of low-income housing provision in central São Paulo. 

The fourth section introduces two cases of consolidated occupations. The fifth 

section concludes rights-based claims are not sufficient for the maintenance of 

housing commons.
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5.2 Housing as urban commons

Commons encompass a wealth of material resources and social practices that 

are collectively shared, produced and consumed for their use value. It can be 

conceptualized in terms of (1) non-commodified resources that are (2) governed 

by institutional arrangements and (3) reproduced through commoning 

practices (De Angelis and Stavrides 2010, Euler 2018). Institutionalist scholars 

have primarily approached commons in terms of the rules and prescriptions 

that allow communities to collectively manage resources (Ostrom 1990, Salet 

2018). These scholars forward the premise that people can successfully self-

organize, refuting the Hardinian premise that overexploitation of resources 

can only be avoided through the market or state. This work emphasizes the 

endogenous conditions contributing to efficiency of social arrangements, as 

illustrated by Ostrom’s principles. 

Over the course of the 1990s a more politicized conception emerged when social 

movements and critical scholars embraced commons as a way to oppose the 

privatization of collectively held resources (Harvey 2011, 2011, Caffentzis and 

Federici 2014). These theorizations emphasize commons as a political principle 

and alternative to capitalist urbanization. As a verb, commoning denotes post 

or anti-capitalist social and spatial relations (Linebaugh 2008, De Angelis and 

Stavrides 2010). Caffentzis & Federici (2014, p. 196) note commoning initiatives 

are both ‘dikes against the neoliberal assault on our livelihood’ as well as ‘the 

embryonic form of an alternative mode of production’, capturing the defensive 

and prefigurative dimensions of commons. 

Property and ownership are central to understanding how commons 

work by prescribing and conditioning social interaction and aspirations. 

Institutionalist and critical ontologies share a negative disposition towards the 

so-called ownership model of property. This model conceives property as an 

individual, exclusive and absolute entitlement (Singer 2000a). Institutionalists 

problematize the ownership model as an oversimplification of the social 

relations, obligations and rights underpinning common resource management 

(Schlager and Ostrom 1992). Analytic simplifications such as private or public 

property fail to do justice to the operational details of common property 

arrangements (Fennell 2011).
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An indeterminate stance towards the property form is shared by work on 

commons and diverse economies. These authors express central interest in 

how commoning contributes to the instantiation of post-capitalist social 

relations (Chatterton 2016, Gibson-Graham et al. 2016). Commons can be 

owned privately, publicly, collectively or not owned at all (Williams 2018). 

Espousing a relational ontology, the commons become fundamentally about 

‘changing access, use, benefit and care rather than any particular ownership 

form’ (Gibson-Graham et al. 2016, p. 196). Commoning is fundamentally not 

about ownership status (Stavrides 2016, p. 261). According to Gibson-Graham 

et al., (2016, pp. 131–132) ‘all forms of property can be potential commons’, 

leaving the subject of property relations undetermined.  

Critical theorists tend to focus on enclosures, the transformation of 

commonly used resources into private individual ownership (Blomley 2008). 

Enclosure subjects goods to absolute, clearly defined ownership, facilitating 

commodification. This brings forward an interesting tension, as enclosure 

necessarily involves the imposition of a particular ownership form. Hence, 

Dardot & Laval (2019) argue that commons are fundamentally incompatible 

with property. As commons presuppose unappropriability, they can never be 

object of property. Dardot & Laval (ibid.) situate commons against the liberal 

notion of possessive individualism, the notion which implies whatever one 

possesses is because of one’s own efforts with no obligation to society. State 

sovereignty stands equally antithetical to commons, as it presupposes the 

absolute appropriation of power and exclusion (ibid.: 151). Market property 

and state sovereignty are both based on the concentration of individualized, 

exclusionary power and decision-making in a single subject (Capra and 

Mattei 2015). Whereas Ostrom (1990) and Gibson-Graham et al. (2016) reason 

inductively from empirical reality, Dardot & Laval (2019) depart from legal 

genealogy and theory. This variation in argumentation results in dispute 

whether commons are compatible with property or sovereignty. 

The commons constitute a strong normative imaginary for people interested 

in progressive housing alternatives. Empirical work on housing commons 

illustrates the friction between incommensurable and indeterminate 

perspectives on property. On the one hand, researchers studying housing 

as commons have primarily focused on specific ownership models such as 

limited-equity cooperatives and community-land trusts in Anglo and European 
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contexts (Bruun 2015, Huron 2015, Bunce 2016, Thompson 2018, Vidal 2019). 

These hold commoning potential by virtue of their democratic structure and 

restrictions put into individual exchange rights. Vidal (2019) acknowledges any 

property model is only an imperfect enaction or prefiguration of commons. 

On the other hand, for housing to become commons, people must relate to 

it as such not in terms of housing’s neoclassical characteristics, but because 

it is essential to human life (Morado Nascimento 2016). Such structured 

interactions of a community of residents give shape to commoning practices 

(Chatterton 2016). Empirical examples suggest that commons do not exist 

independent of state and market logics. Considering these as antonyms 

would cause one to find ‘true commons’ only in precapitalist bucolic idylls or 

activities with little relevance to human sustenance (Susser and Tonnelat 2013). 

Any example of housing commons is analytically inseparable from urban real 

estate markets or the public powers that sanction property (Bunce 2016). For a 

limited-equity cooperative, a small crevice of financial cooperative may suffice 

for collapse into full-equity through tenure conversion and commodification 

(Bruun 2018). Similarly, local states often provide land or technical support, 

potentially leading to cooptation or expropriation (Ganapati 2010). At the level 

of human interaction, marketized and voluntary social relations may co-exist 

(Euler 2018, Bossuyt 2020). Of key interest becomes how housing commons 

relate to these logics, whether they substitute, displace or complement them 

(Hodkinson 2012). Even though Dardot & Laval (2019) theorize commons 

as antithetical to private property and state sovereignty, commoning efforts 

in practice must navigate these multiple spheres. The incomplete or partial 

nature of housing commons calls attention to the central question of how they 

are maintained. 

Housing commons require both sustained human action and institutionalized 

socio-legal arrangements. In order to explore the maintenance of housing 

commons, we scrutinize how residents relate and interact with housing, as well 

as the property form housing assumes. At the practice level it is relevant whether 

residents relate to housing in terms of solidarity and needs-satisfaction. At 

the normative level, the available set of rules is constrained by the legal order 

in which commoners find themselves. Property forms are constructed and 

sanctioned through state action (Kuyucu 2014). Understanding the maintenance 

of housing commons calls attention to the prefigurative dimension of practices 

and institutional role of property form. 
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The goals of this paper align with a qualitative research design. The empirical 

material for this paper has been collected by a research team, which engaged 

in participatory observation from 2016 to 2020. The team attended resident 

meetings at the two cases studied within this paper and conducted semi-

structured interviews with movement leaders, residents, members, architects , 

and social workers. 

In the following section we spell out the socio-spatial context of São Paulo. 

Subsequently we investigate the practices of housing movements, underlining 

autogestão as a central principle of housing occupations. We investigate how 

the tension between autogestão and public housing programmes affects the 

consolidation of housing occupations through two case studies. 

5.3 Segregation in São Paulo

São Paulo is marked by intense socio-spatial segregation and a long-standing 

housing deficit. Unable to accommodate its massive growth over the course 

of the twentieth century, São Paulo has pressured lower and middle-income 

groups into housing themselves. These people have primarily resorted 

to the self-building of privately owned housing on peripheral land under 

ambiguous legal conditions (D’Ottaviano et al. 2020). Excluded from regular 

sources, lower-income groups employ irregular or illegal strategies to access 

land, housing or credit (Gohn 1991). Self-building occurs on extra-urban 

land through clandestine subdivisions. Alternatively, occupations are a long-

standing practice to access land for the majority of poor Brazilians. 

Active state neglect has caused entrenched deficiencies in terms of housing 

quality, infrastructure, and access to services. These deficiencies primarily 

spell out a rich center-poor periphery pattern. Affluent people mostly live in 

central, well-serviced areas. Poorer people live in far-off areas that lack basic 

services, infrastructure and jobs. Variations legality, ownership and occupation 

are used by the state to justify differential treatment of citizens (Marques 2013). 

On paper, the urban poor are full citizens. In practice they are effectively 

excluded from many rights and services necessary for everyday life (Holston 

2009). Planners and ruling elites have actively driven the urban poor from the 

city, relinquishing their public responsibilities, only to incorporate informal 
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neighborhoods later through regularization (Grostein 2001). As of 2020, the 

housing deficit for the city is estimated to stand at 360.000 units. Pockets of 

poverty can also be found in central São Paulo. The inner city has undergone a 

period of decline towards the end of the millennium. Vacancy accrued as both 

residential and economic activities relocated towards the southwest. These 

juxtapositions have enkindled the political demand for the right to housing in 

the center. 

Table 2: Price per square meters of apartments sold in São Paulo per 
central district 2010-2020

 

Source: 2010 - Embraesp; 2013 - FIPEZAP; 2020 - ProprietarioDireto

* For 2010 the data is for new real state offering

  2010 2013 2020
  R$ R$ R$

Bela Vista 7,232.81 7,133.00 8,318.00

Bom Retiro 5,166.68 5,674.00 6,064.00

Brás 4,924.10 6,257.00 6,833.00

Cambuci no offering 6,124.00 7,058.00

Consolação 8,211.88 7,907.00 9,523.00

Liberdade 7,534.83 6,521.00 6,874.00

República no offering 5,366.00 8,694.00

Santa Cecília 2,511.61 6,438.00 9,783.00

Sé no offering 4,886.00 no info
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5.4. Low-income housing in central São Paulo: between occupations 
and public policy

Housing movements are among the foremost and most vocal of actors that 

champion the right to housing in São Paulo. Originating in the struggle for 

improved living conditions in the urban periphery, the movements began to 

shift their attention to the central city in the late nineties (Tatagiba and Teixeira 

2016). Through a combination of building occupations and sanctioned 

institutional participation, they operationalize their principles of autogestão 

(self-management) and mutirão (self-help).

The practices and rhetoric of housing movements have been discussed by 

researchers interested in informality and citizenship (Caldeira 2009, 2017, 

Holston 2009, Earle 2017). Holston (2009) claims how self-builders have not 

only actively contributed to São Paulo’s growth, but also developed a political 

consciousness, invoking social rights and carving out counterhegemonic spaces. 

Self-builders’ political subjectivization has disrupted inegalitarian state-society 

relations, contributed to democratization and culminated in the adoption of 

progressive public laws and urban policy (Holston 2009). The anglophone 

housing-citizenship literature is primarily based on empirical work conducted 

from the 1980s to 2000s, focusing on the progressive optimism and urban 

reform that followed democratization. Recent political developments have 

shattered the democratic optimism that characterizes these decades. Though 

we acknowledge the relationship between housing informality and citizenship, 

we see merit in studying housing movements and occupations through the 

lens of commons. 

5.4.1 Occupations as commoning 
Occupations have constituted long-standing practice for poor Brazilians to 

access land. For most of the twentieth century occupations occurred on extra-

urban land. This shifted in the late nineties, when the city was growing up 

against its natural limits, including protected forest and water areas (Grostein 

2001). At the same time, the scarce output of municipal and state housing 

companies had been primarily limited to peripheral, underserviced areas. 

Tsukumo (2007, p. 63) estimates that by 1997, only 2.6% of the 3976 units 

constructed by COHAB-SP (São Paulo Municipal Housing Company) had been 
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in central areas. Towards the late nineties, the cotrast between a vacant inner-

city and built-up periphery enkindled the emergence occupations in central 

São Paulo (Lima 2019).

Occupations of vacant real estate have persisted over more than two decades. 

A 2018 newspaper survey assessed the number of occupied buildings in central 

São Paulo alone at seventy-two. Vice-versa, around 290.000 properties in the 

entire city were found to be empty in a 2010 census. National and international 

media alike pay a lot of attention to these occupations. While vacancy is 

rampant, real estate attention to the city center has proliferated rapidly in the 

past years as Table 2 illustrates. This renders occupations, low-income housing 

and vacancy all highly contentious. 

Empty buildings in central São Paulo include former apartment buildings, 

but also hotels, offices or factories. Owners face legal issues or leave property 

vacant for speculation. Movements see vacancy, speculation, and underuse 

as a result of a local state that fails to uphold social rights. In this respect, 

occupations are explained as a way of claiming the right to housing and the 

constitutionally recognized social function of property (Rosetto Netto 2017, 

Lima 2019). Even though occupations transgress legality, they are justified 

with reference to text-based laws (Earle 2017). Occupations serve both political 

and functional purposes. Politically, the strategic occupation of buildings puts 

pressure on the state and calls attention to the persistence of vacancy. ‘Quick’ 

movements constitute a key strategy to pressure negotiation with state actors. 

This counts particularly for movements linked to the União dos Movimentos de 

Moradia (UMM,  Housing Movements Union) and the Central dos Movimentos 

Populares (CMP, Center of Popular Movements). Functionally, occupations 

provide temporary, short to long-term accommodation for households. 

Movements linked to the Frente de Luta por Moradia (FLM, Front for Housing 

Struggle) principally occupy buildings in order to realize housing. Families live 

in occupations from a couple of weeks up to several years. Living standards are 

precarious. Buildings often lack sufficient sanitary facilities, forcing families 

to share bathrooms and laundry. Housing units are sometimes divided with 

makeshift wooden dividers, impacting privacy. Cooking is done with portable 

butane stoves, resulting in fire hazards. The precariousness of these living 

conditions is underlined by the deadly fire of an occupation in May 2018. 

Analyzed through a commoning lens, occupations represent the instantiation 
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and prefiguration of modes of dwelling and living grounded on social need, 

solidarity and sharing. Movements take matters in their own hands, upholding 

the social function of property, challenging the sacrality of private property. 

In this respect they create autonomous spaces, even if only temporarily, that 

defy the dictates of market and state produced housing (Stavrides 2016, p. 97). 

Commoning ties in closely to the central movement principles of autogestão 

and mutirão. Autogestão concerns not only housing production according 

to participatory logics, but also pursuing solidarity, community and non-

marketized principles as stated by the União Nacional por Moradia Popular (UNMP, 

National Union for Popular Housing), one of the largest national movements. 

Occupations are a concretization of autogestão (Mineiro and Rodrigues 2012, p. 

21). In the words of the movements, autogestão represents more than the act 

of self-building, it extends to ‘building a vida comunitária (community life) as a 

social right rather than commodity’. Rodrigues (Rodrigues 2013, pp. 25, 31), a 

movement leader, explains how there is pedagogical element to autogestão; it 

empowers residents and prepares them for confrontation with public parties 

Autogestão thus functions as both a political tactic and a concrete housing 

strategy. Mutirão is a model for collective self-help. In the periphery it refers 

to people voluntarily working together on the weekends to aid one another 

in housebuilding. Mutirão and autogestão conjoin as a practical model of self-

build housing and prefigurative housing practice. When movements occupy 

a building, they appropriate vacant buildings for social needs according to 

self-determined rules, creating a community of solidarity (Stavrides 2016, 

p. 101). Occupations thus are not principally about the right to housing, the 

notion of autogestão also covers creating social relationships of solidarity and 

unity among residents. This is reflected in the practices that families engage in 

following occupation. After initial occupation, families self-organize themselves 

in committees per floor. They clean the hallways, paint and decorate walls and 

create waste collection systems. Residents also determine rules of access and 

use, excluding the use of drugs for example, which would negatively impact 

their respectability. Occupations can be understood as a collective practice to 

realize housing as a social right at the expense of state and market, while also 

serving as practical temporary accommodation. 
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The ownership status at occupation is essential for the prospects of 

requalification into housing (Lima 2016). Vacancy is the first criteria, signaling 

an abuse of the social function of property. Privately owned buildings may 

be targeted when movements know the owner has out-standing tax debts or 

other legal issues. Movements target public property specifically to pressure 

state bodies, as exemplified by the occupation of a federal bank, prompting 

the inclusion of residents’ organizations into the PAR-Reforma (Programa de 

Arrendamento Residencial, Residential Lease Programme)  programme and 

allowing them to apply for tenders for the renovation of vacant property 

(Tsukumo 2007, Lima 2019).

5.4.2 The social function of property and homeownership aspirations 
Social pressure culminated in the adoption of the 1988 Constitution and 

2001 City Statute. These progressive pieces of urban legislation mobilize 

occupations both discursively and functionally. These laws spell out the social 

function of property, the right to the city, and the right to housing. Bem-estar 

[well-being] is recognized as the central principle of urban policy (Lago 2017). 

They also democratize and decentralize urban governance by setting out an 

array of progressive planning tools, including progressive property taxes, 

low-income zoning clauses, use right concessions, and usucapião [adverse 

possession] (Pindell 2006). Most notably, these replace the traditional notion 

of unqualified property rights with the social function of property (Fernandes 

2014). Public actors may use these urban instruments to force property owners 

to comply with the social function. Movements navigate between illegality and 

legality, referencing the rules of the game but not in the way envisioned by 

public actors, redirecting social rights against the government.

 

The social function of property challenges the liberal conception of property 

as a subjective and absolute right. It can be traced to legal scholar Léon Duguit, 

who, following Comté, argued people are interdependent members of a 

community with obligations towards one another (Rodrigues 2003). Duguit 

argued private ownership should not be thought of as a right, but rather as a 

social obligation. To conceive property as an obligation implies putting it at 

the service of society through productive use. Only when this condition is met, 

should the state protect one’s right to property (Foster and Bonilla 2011). The 

social function of property can be traced to the 1934 Brazilian constitution, 

but did not receive widespread attention until the adoption of the City Statute, 
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which explicitly linked property rights to social ends (dos Santos Cunha 2011). 

In practice, the actualization of the social function of property depends on 

municipal planning and municipal master plans (Fernandes 2007, p. 108). The 

social function gives public actors a tool to counteract the legacy of profound 

land inequality. However, since it is directly coupled to municipal planning, 

its actualization highly depends on the local political dynamics. As Meszaros 

(2000) explains, even though the social function of property is constitutionally 

embedded, legal titles still often prevail over effective possession or use. 

The social function of property stands in contrast with the centrality of 

private property in housing policy. Homeownership has long constituted the 

central of Brazilian housing policy. The Vargas regime noted the relationship 

between social stability, productivity and housing and thus sought to boost 

homeownership through a rent freeze and saving schemes for formal sector 

employees (Pasternak and D’Ottaviano 2018). Housing policies have been 

anchored around individual asset accumulation for formal sector workers 

rather than broad social redistribution (Azevedo and Andrade 2011, Mosciaro 

and Aalbers 2020). 

Figure 6: Low-income housing production in central São Paulo 1992-
2020
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Homeownership is a central social aspiration for Brazilians. Successful efforts 

by housing movements effectively result in low-income households attaining 

a house of their own. Although the movements emulate themselves after 

Uruguayan cooperatives, there exist no formal framework for cooperative or 

joint ownership in São Paulo. In some cases, evicted residents of an occupation 

become eligible for housing built by the state or municipal housing department, 

they can do so only through public subsidized credit. Meanwhile, experiences 

of social rental housing are scarce. During the Locação Socia and l Renova Centro 

programmes the municipal administration launched several experiments, but 

these have not been received very positively both by movements and policy-

makers alike. Movements formulate housing as a social right and actualize this 

in occupations. However, the consolidation of occupations generally results in 

the transformation of families into homeowners. Social mobilization allows 

low-income households to attain security of tenure, even in central well-

serviced locations. Still, this success rests on the reproduction of the hegemonic 

model of private property. The following section demonstrates how state 

action imposes these norms in the requalification of occupied buildings. 

5.4.3 The consolidation of occupations 
The state has responded to occupations with a mix of tolerance, repression, and 

support. Occupations may exist for several years; face eviction or families can 

be rehoused through social housing schemes. Since the election of president 

Bolsonaro in 2019 the criminalization of social movements has exacerbated. 

Of key interest for our paper is the renovation or requalification of occupations 

into low-income housing.

Public policy catering low-income housing in central São Paulo is highly 

fragmented as illustrated by Table 3. The details of each specific programme 

have been covered elsewhere in rich detail (Diogo 2004, Tsukumo 2007, Kara-

José 2010, Lima 2016, 2019, Pasternak and D’Ottaviano 2016). At moments, 

programmes have incorporated elements of autogestão, central location, 

low-income housing or the renovation of vacant buildings. Considering 

the symbolic significance of São Paulo’s inner city, commercial urban 

regeneration programmes have also sought to address the last issue. Housing is 

largely a responsibility of state and municipality, who have their own housing 

departments. The federal state retains a large budget, which it uses to fund 

housing programmes. As illustrated by Figure 6, the number of low-income 
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housing units produced in central São Paulo has been scattered and piecemeal 

vis-à-vis the extent of the housing deficit. At the same time they represent the 

outcome of an arduous and long-during struggle for the right to housing. 

The consolidation of central low-income housing frequently runs up against 

the rapid appreciation of land and real estate values. During the Renova Centro 

programme in the early zeroes, real estate appreciation had already made it 

difficult for public parties to expropriate and acquire property. Rosetto Netto 

(2017, p. 71) points out that only six buildings out of fifty-three had been 

successfully expropriated. In the past, state or municipal housing companies 

would acquire or expropriate (rural) land, see for example the FUNAPS or 

Crédito Solidário programmes. MCMV-Entidades adopts a more entrepreneurial 

logic, requiring movements to compete with market parties on the land market 

(Rolnik 2019). Movements acquire subsidized credit and dispute with market 

actors. Central and well-serviced locations are more expensive and thus less 

attainable. The state finances movements to act on the formal land market, 

or movements negotiate with public stakeholders over public possession. 

While adverse possession exists on paper, it is a long and capricious process, 

and no successful examples exist in central São Paulo. Judiciaries are more 

at home with the defense of private property, rendering adverse possession 

and expropriation very difficult (Fernandes 2007). Public parties may donate 

property to residents’ organizations or opt for concessions and special use 

assignments, thus retaining formal title. In nearly all cases, public actors opt for 

donation, thus affirming the ownership model of property (Rodrigues 2013, 

p. 160). The ownership model foresees property as an exclusive and absolute 

entitlement of a single actor identifiable by title (Blomley 2008).

Movements may enter negotiations with all levels of state. Close ties with the 

Workers’ Party (PT) have allowed movement leaders to assume positions in 

municipal or national housing companies, allowing significant advances. At the 

municipal level the elections of Erundina (1988-1991), Suplicy (2001-2004) and 

Haddad (2013-2016) resulted in housing programmes addressing autogestão 

and central low-income housing to different successes. Since 2017 housing 

movements have borne the brunt of unsympathetic administration cutting 

program budgets as the presidencies of Temer (2016-2018) and Bolsonaro 

(2019-now) show. At the federal level, the presidencies of Lula (2003-2010) 

and Dilma (2011-2016) have resulted in the adoption of the FNHIS, PCS and 

notably MCMV-Entidades to which we turn next.  
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Programme Years Description

Fundo de Apoio à População Moradora de 
Habitação Social (FUNAPS, Support Fund 
for Social Housing Residents)

1979 -  
1994

provision of land, 
finance and technical  
support to mutirão 
with autogestão 

Fundo Municipal de Habitação (FMH, 
Municipal Housing Fund)

1994 -
today

funding for municipal 
housing programmes 

Programa Locação Social (Social Rent 
Programme)

2002 – 
2005

social rent for families 
up to 3 minimum 
incomes

Renova Centro (Renew Center) 2010-
2016

renovation of vacant 
real estate

Programa de Atuação em Cortiços (PAC-
BID, Tenement Action Programme)

2002-
2010

urban regeneration of 
tenement buildings 

Programa de Arrendamento Residencial 
(PAR, Social Leasing Programme)

PAR-Reforma

1999 – 
2003

provides 15-year 
leases with aim of 

homeownership

Recognizes autogestão

Fundo Nacional de Habitação de Interesse 
Social (FNHIS, National Fund for Housing 
of Social Interest)

2003 - 
today

funds national, state 
and municipal housing 
programs

Program Crédito Solidário (PCS, Solidarity 
Credit Programme)

2004 - 
2009

provides land and 
finance for autogestão 
by movements

Minha Casa Minha Vida (MCMV, My House 
My Life).

2009 - 
2020

housing construction 
and subsidized credit 
for low- and middle-
incomes

Minha Casa Minha Vida-Entidades 
(MCMV-Entidades, My House My Life-
Entities)

2009 - 
2020

subsidized credit 
for autogestão by 
residents’ organizations 
affiliated to housing 
movements

Table 3: Programs for low-income housing provision in central 
São Paulo, Brazil 

Level

Municipal

Federal

State
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Programme Years Description

Fundo de Apoio à População Moradora de 
Habitação Social (FUNAPS, Support Fund 
for Social Housing Residents)

1979 -  
1994

provision of land, 
finance and technical  
support to mutirão 
with autogestão 

Fundo Municipal de Habitação (FMH, 
Municipal Housing Fund)

1994 -
today

funding for municipal 
housing programmes 

Programa Locação Social (Social Rent 
Programme)

2002 – 
2005

social rent for families 
up to 3 minimum 
incomes

Renova Centro (Renew Center) 2010-
2016

renovation of vacant 
real estate

Programa de Atuação em Cortiços (PAC-
BID, Tenement Action Programme)

2002-
2010

urban regeneration of 
tenement buildings 

Programa de Arrendamento Residencial 
(PAR, Social Leasing Programme)

PAR-Reforma

1999 – 
2003

provides 15-year 
leases with aim of 

homeownership

Recognizes autogestão

Fundo Nacional de Habitação de Interesse 
Social (FNHIS, National Fund for Housing 
of Social Interest)

2003 - 
today

funds national, state 
and municipal housing 
programs

Program Crédito Solidário (PCS, Solidarity 
Credit Programme)

2004 - 
2009

provides land and 
finance for autogestão 
by movements

Minha Casa Minha Vida (MCMV, My House 
My Life).

2009 - 
2020

housing construction 
and subsidized credit 
for low- and middle-
incomes

Minha Casa Minha Vida-Entidades 
(MCMV-Entidades, My House My Life-
Entities)

2009 - 
2020

subsidized credit 
for autogestão by 
residents’ organizations 
affiliated to housing 
movements

5.5 The consolidation of Dandara & Marisa Letícia through Minha 
Casa Minha Vida-Entidades

In this section we analyze the consolidation of two occupations within the 

MCMV-Entidades programme, a subset of the federal Minha Casa Minha Vida 

programme which was launched in the wake of the global financial crisis in 

2009. The federal government bulldozed the just completed national housing 

strategy (PLANHAB) over in favor of an anti-cyclical economic policy with 

the by-aim of providing housing to low- and middle-income households. 

MCMV foresaw zero-interest ownership loans to households, who may acquire 

privately built housing. Tellingly, the main architects of the programme were 

the Presidents’ cabinet and the Ministry of Finances, rather than the Ministry 

of Cities (Tatagiba and Teixeira 2016). MCMV has resulted in 5.7 million 

housing units constructed as of 2020, out of which 2 million for low-income 

families, rendering it by far the largest housing programme in Brazil’s history 

(D’Ottaviano 2021). 

The MCMV-Entidades sub-programme pivoted low-income housing 

provision around autogestão. Like its predecessor Crédito Solidário, the 

program recognized residents’ organizations [entidades] as executive entities 

in housing provision, charging them with the responsibility over all stages of 

development (Lago 2012). Entidades could opt to do everything themselves 

or delegate parts of the works (Camargo 2016). Residents’ organizations 

determine their their own allocation criteria, selecting movement members. 

Residents pay 10 years of deposits capped at 10% of their income, after which 

they become a homeowner. The credit financed 60 to 90% of the housing unit’s 

value, depending on the household income. 

Even though the quantitative impact of MCMV-Entidades is small, it marked 

an unprecedented control of movements over housing funds (UNMP 2012, 

Rodrigues 2013). The funding set aside for MCMV-Entidades constituted only 

0.7% of the total MCMV budget (D’Ottaviano 2021). Yet, it has allowed a direct 

operationalization of autogestão with state funds, responding to a long-held 

dream. Compared to conventional housing programmes, this has resulted 

in improved spatial quality (Lago 2012). Yet, the programme also demanded 

movements to compete with another for public property donations or on 

the land market (Rodrigues 2013: 78). The programme was discontinued as 
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of August 2020, when the Bolsonaro-led federal government launched a new 

programme titled Programa Casa Verde e Amarela [Green and Yellow House 

Programme], excluding any form of self-management. 

In practice, MCMV-Entidades has run up against many obstacles. Movements 

lack working capital and the federal bank leases funds in instalments after 

regulatory approval, rendering construction extremely prone to delays  

(Rodrigues 2013, p. 82, Rosetto Netto 2017, p. 100). Project proposals are created 

with help of technical advisories and funded through movements’ own shallow 

pockets. Critics have argued the programme responsibilizes the urban poor for 

their own housing provision while providing insufficient auxiliary structures 

(Klink and Denaldi 2016). Whereas occupations assume an oppositional stance 

to state and market housing production, the programme requires residents’ 

organizations to adopt an entrepreneurial identity leading to a cooptation of 

housing movements.

Nowhere is this entrepreneurial logic better exemplified than in the tendering 

process MCMV-Entidades. In past housing programmes, such as FUNAPS or 

PCS (Table 3), the state would buy and donate land to movements. In MCMV-

Entidades, movements must participate in a tender. In São Paulo, calls for 

locations were published through the municipality. São Paulo’s municipal 

housing company designated thirty-seven plots in 2016. Even though these 

all received proposals, only five were approved within the programme. The 

cases that were subsequently realized within the center all depended on either 

public donations or use right agreements (Rosetto Netto 2017, p. 80). These 

include the Dandara building on Ipiranga avenue in Sé district and the Marisa 

Letícia building on Rua Maria Domitila in Brás district, both of which will be 

discussed below.

The Dandara and Marisa Letícia are emblematic cases as they demonstrate 

the consolidation of occupations into central low-income housing. Both were 

undertaken by the Unificação das Lutas de Cortiços e Moradia (ULCM) [Unification 

of the Tenements and Housing Struggles Movement] in partnership with 

technical advisory Integra. 
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5.5.1 Dandara 

The Dandara building concerned the first project undertaken in the MCMV-

Entidades programme in São Paulo’s inner city and its first Brazilian retrofit 

project (Rosetto Netto and D’Ottaviano 2019). Located on Ipiranga avenue, 

in the heart of the city, the project is a retrofit of a project from a former 

federal court into residential housing. Originally built in 1970 by the federal 

government, the building used to house a regional labor court. It subsequently 

became vacant following a relocation of the court 2000. Management was 

transferred to the Federal Heritage Secretariat in São Paulo (SPU, Secretaria do 

Patrimônio da União São Paulo). After the Lula presidency declared a law (11.481) 

designating federal patrimony for social housing, the housing movement 

entered negotiations with the federal heritage secretariat. The secretariat 

subsequently made a survey of its own properties to see which ones could be 

realized into housing through the National Housing System of Social Interest 

[SNHIS-Sistema Nacional de Habitação de Interesse Social]

The Dandara building was declared to be of public interest in 2009, establishing 

a procedure for registered residents’ organizations to apply for a call for the 

building under the SNHIS programme (Rosetto Netto 2017, p. 133). Later that 

same year, on 23th December, a federal heritage donation contract was signed, 

transferring the building to ULCM. The contract stipulated two years for the 

movement to approve financing and complete works. However, frequent 

technical issues delayed the talks, eventually surpassing the two-year deadline. 

Lacking the approval of the municipality for a retrofit, the federal bank refused 

to approve funding. The SPU subsequently extended the deadline for the 

start of the works but changed the contract from a donation of the property 

a concession of right of use (Rosetto Netto 2017, p. 140). A formal explanation 

was not given, yet it marked a significant deviation from the norm of donating 

public property. 

Contracting took place in August 2014, with work beginning later that same 

year. The building has 18 floors and 120 housing units (varying between 24.47m2 

and 46.21 m2). As the federal budget of 76000 reais per housing unit was not 

sufficient to cover project costs, the state and municipality contributed with 

2000 and 3900 reais per unit respectively. The building was inaugurated in 

March of 2017. The name Dandara was chosen as homage to the wife of Zumbi 
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dos Palmares, quilombola leader. The contract also stipulates that the property 

must constitute and remain social housing. As it is a concession for the right of 

use, residents do not gain the complete property title. The formal title to the 

building remains in the hands of the SPU.

The ULCM selected prospective residents on the basis of their participation 

within the movements’ activities and time as a member. According to federal 

rules, priority was given to families that are homeless, living in dangerous 

areas, single-mother families or family members with disabilities. The contract 

stipulates the movement is solely responsible for the construction works. This 

difference with the regular individualized MCMV procedure demanded a 

regulatory exemption. 

5.5.2 Marisa Leticia
The Marisa Leticia development [formerly known as Maria Domitila] concerns 

a new construction on land located in Brás neighborhood, immediately west 

of the historical city-center. Brás is a former industrial and working-class 

neighborhood. Following industrial restructuring, the area underwent changes. 

Even though the neighborhood is centrally located, there is remarkably little 

high-rise in the area compared to adjacent areas.

The Marisa Leticia development was constructed newly on land that formerly 

housed warehouses. Previously owned by the National Institute of Social 

Security, the ULCM first occupied this plot in 2000 (Rosetto Netto and 

D’Ottaviano 2019). It was initially investigated under the PAR-programme, a 

public call was made by Caixa but rising land values prompted abandonment 

of the project. In 2007 the land was made available through a call by the 

municipal housing company. The change from PAR-Reforma to MCMV-

Entidades made it possible to continue with the project. Residents were 

involved in the development from conception to construction. Organized 

in committees, residents could earn points that determine housing unit 

allocation. Points could be earned by attending general assemblies, committee 

meetings, or going to protests. The members with the most points would be 

the first to choose their housing unit. Unlike the Dandara building, the final 

ownership is individualized, leading to individual property titles under a 

condominium structure. Residents eventually attain full ownership of their 
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housing unit, as soon as they pay off their loan within 10 years. In interviews, 

residents frequently express tremendous feelings of satisfaction at achieving 

homeownership. Having achieved a place through their collective struggle of 

their own responds to a long-standing dream for residents of both buildings. 

In both cases movement leadership originally demanded collective funding. 

However, MCMV-Entidades is based on an individualized financing structure. 

This structure stems from the model used in the first rendition of PAR and 

in MCMV. Beneficiaries sign individual residential leases with a purchase 

option after 180 months capped at 40 thousand reais. The project budget for 

entidades aws calculated on a per unit basis (Rodrigues 2013, p. 76). After work 

was completed, the housing units, titles, and returns on financing were all 

individualized. The individualization of title deeds created a credit collateral, 

making it much easier for Caixa to recoup losses in the case of default on 

payments. The consolidation of the occupation thus resulted in a transformation 

on the side of the residents. Whereas in the occupation residents assumed a 

collective stance vis-à-vis the former owner of the property, the consolidated 

building transformed residents into individualized indebted subjects vis-à-vis 

the federal bank. They continue to relate to one another as neighbors, but their 

security of tenure becomes ultimately dependent on their individual payment 

capacity 

Thus, while the consolidation of housing occupations grants shelter, a centrally 

located home and security of tenure and individual exchange residents to 

residents, these benefits become all conditional upon the capacity to pay off 

loans. Movements and residents’ organizations hold no formal collective 

control over the sale and purchase of individual apartments. Both Dandara and 

Marisa Letícia buildings are situated in neighborhoods that have undergone 

rapid real estate appreciation. This puts a pressure on families to sell or sublet 

their housing units on the land market. Even though the use right concession 

of the Dandara building formally prohibits this, there are strong concerns over 

the piecemeal commodification through illegal sublets or sale. 
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5.6 Discussion and Conclusion 

This paper set out to understand the consolidation of occupied buildings into 

low-income housing through self-management in central São Paulo, Brazil. 

We foregrounded the significance of building occupations as commons, 

emphasizing how residents work towards realizing housing as a decommodified, 

collectively managed and produced resource. 

The successful mobilization of residents has resulted in the renovation of 

vacant buildings into low-income housing. Redirecting public funds, housing 

movements have actualized the right to the city for the urban poor, realizing 

security of tenure and fulfilling homeownership aspirations. This directly 

counters the dominant class-based residence patterns of São Paulo and 

demonstrates how low-income residents directly contribute to the revitalization 

of the city. Though the quantitative impact is small, the Dandara and Marisa 

Letícia projects challenge negative assessments of MCMV-Entidades as simply 

exacerbating urban inequality (Rolnik 2014, Stiphany and Ward 2019). The 

Dandara and Marisa Letícia buildings constitute inspiring examples of how 

committed public support and social mobilization enables the appropriation 

and consolidation of vacant real estate according to use values. 

Foregrounding occupations and renovations as commons highlights both the 

political and functional importance of self-managed housing. Occupations do 

not simply pressure the state, they also represent a concretization of autogestão. 

This prefiguratively realizes housing as a collective, social right rather than 

economic need and creates a sense of communal life. The analysis also reveals 

the consolidation of occupations precipitates a clash of property norms. In their 

initial stage, occupations bear a conflicting relationship between unrecognized 

possession and a formal title claim by a private or public actor. Consolidation 

imposes a new private property regime. This corroborates the premise that 

state actors strategically create private property out of contradictory and 

conflict-ridden property relations (Kuyucu 2014, Roy 2017). 

Whereas most readings of housing movements in Brazil tend to focus on 

public laws such as the City Statute and Constitution, this paper underlines that 

the realization of housing commons equally depends on suitable private legal 

frameworks. The lack of collective property arrangements in particular makes 
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it difficult to provide an appropriate legal framework for housing commons, 

rendering them particularly vulnerable to marketization and commodification. 

On the one hand this corroborates the claim made by Dardot & Laval (2019), 

who consider private property and sovereignty as threats to commons. 

On the other hand, it demonstrates that the viability of housing commons 

within current socio-economic systems equally depends on supportive legal 

institutions. As the state is central in sanctioning and facilitating the norm 

of private property, it constitutes a necessary target for political efforts of 

commoners to recognize legal innovations that include people’s capacity to 

steward housing as common.  

Consolidation through MCMV-Entidades has imposed a compartmentalized 

spatial form and individualized financing structure. The apartment spatial 

form may induce families to focus inwardly and retreat from commoning 

practices (Stavrides 2016). The financing structure turns low-income families 

into indebted subjects vis-à-vis the federal bank (García-Lamarca and Kaika 

2016). In case of defaults, the federal bank may easily sweep in and recoup 

losses. The individualization of debtor-creditor relations impedes the capacity 

to make collective claims (Vidal 2018). Occupations and self-organization 

enkindle solidarity and collective ethos, yet this may be undermined through 

consolidation. A potential latent conflict arises between self-management and 

the ownership model of housing predicated on individual subsidized home 

ownership, which creates new cycles of financial speculation. The use-right 

concession in Dandara is an exception to this rule. Even though movements 

problematize private property in the face of the social function of property, 

the legal absence of cooperative and collective ownership forms means that 

the consolidation of occupations generally reproduces the same hegemonic 

system against which it reacts. At the same time the realization of dignified, 

well serviced, qualitative dwellings in central locations constitute a remarkable 

achievement for the housing movements. Further research could investigate the 

degree to which the collective ethos created through political subjectivization 

may work as an antidote to the commercialization. 


